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Recovery of superfluorescence in inhomogeneously broadened systems through rapid relaxatio
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This paper shows that time-dependent hyperfine interactions of the nucleus with electrons can enhance the
superfluorescence~SF! intensity by countering the destructive effect of inhomogeneous broadening on SF.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The emission of a superfluorescence~SF! pulse from the
ends of a thin, cylindrically shaped active medium is high
directional. The process is characterized by the SF time
fined by1

tSF5
8ptn
3rl2l

, ~1!

wheretn is the natural lifetime of an excited level,2 r is the
density of excited atoms or nuclei,l is the emission wave
length, andl is the length of the cylindrical inverted region
Following a fast inversion, a pulse is emitted after a tim
delay.3 The time delaytD is characteristically much shorte
than tn but several times longer thantSF. During tD , the
N individual radiators become correlated so that they
radiate as a single dipole with a peak intensity proportio
to N2.

The presence of a dephasing mechanism, characterize
a dephasing timetw , may slow down or completely inhibi
this process so that SF cannot occur. If the dephasing tim
sufficiently short, correlations between radiators do not
velop, and each radiator responds individually to the inst
taneous electromagnetic field, resulting in natural sponta
ous emission.

Our interest in SF stems from the following expectatio
if a g-ray laser4 is developed, it will probably emit in a SF
mode because characteristic features of SF decay may
vide ways of overcoming specific nuclear problems that p
vent more conventional continuous wave or pulsed-laser
tion. These specific nuclear problems are discussed in Re
where we investigated the possibility of experimentally re
izing nuclear SF and provided several reasons why obtain
atomic ~or molecular! SF is easier. One of these reaso
perhaps the most important impediment to SF in long-liv
nuclear states, is the high level of inhomogeneo
broadening,6 which can destroy the resonant condition wh
narrow nuclear lines are involved. Several authors have
dressed the problem of inhomogeneous broadening as it
tains to Mössbauer experiments andg-ray laser develop-
ment, and have proposed techniques for dealing with it.7,8
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In this paper we concentrate on the effect of inhomo
neous broadening in SF emission. We show how inhomo
neous broadening produces dephasing and inhibits coop
tive emission, thus reducing the intensity of the SF pulse.
also show how electronic relaxation or time-dependent
perfine interactions can mitigate the effect of inhomogene
broadening so that SF can be recovered.

II. EMISSION FROM A SYSTEM OF IDENTICAL NUCLEI
IN DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS

ForN atoms that are identical except for small differenc
in energy caused by inhomogeneous broadening,6 the emis-
sion probability is given by9

P~v!5E
0

`

dt8E
0

`

dt9^V~2 !~ t9!V~1 !~ t8!&eiv~ t82t9!2G/2~ t81t9!

3(
j ,k

N

ei ~Dv j t82Dvkt9!1 i ~w j2wk!, ~2!

where V(6)(t)5eiHtV(6)e2 iHt and V(6) is the interaction
term of the Hamiltonian responsible for the emission a
absorption of a photon.G is the reciprocal of the lifetime of
the excited state,H is the Hamiltonian for the total system
including all nuclear and solid-state energy terms,Dv j is the
transition energy between the two nuclear levels of thej th
nucleus divided by\, andw j is a spatial phase factor whic
depends on the relative position of the nucleus in the latt
Inhomogeneous broadening occurs when, in general,Dv j
ÞDvk .

It is convenient to write Eq.~2! in the form that separate
cooperative~SF! and noncooperative emissions, so that

P~v!5I N1~v!1I N2~v!, ~3!

where

I N1~v!5NE
0

`

dt8E
0

`

dt9^V~2 !~ t9!V~1 !~ t8!&

3eiv~ t82t9!2G/2~ t81t9! ~4!
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and

I N2~v!5E
0

`

dt8E
0

`

dt9^V~2 !~ t9!V~1 !

3~ t8!&eiv~ t82t9!2G/2~ t81t9!

3 (
j ,kÞ j

N

ei ~Dv j t82Dvkt9!1 i ~w j2wk!. ~5!

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~3! as defined
by Eq. ~4! represents the total single nucleus uncoopera
emission. The second term on the right side of Eq.~3! as
defined by Eq.~5! represents the SF cooperative emiss
with the characteristic narrow angular distribution and sho
ened emission time following an initial delay. This doub
sum exhibits the inhomogeneous broadening effect. Ass
ing that the nuclei are identical except for the different po
tions in the solid lattice and different amounts of detunin
the expectations in Eq.~3! are the same for any two atom
and, therefore, the double sum involves only the exponen
terms.

Since our primary interest is the total intensity as a fu
tion of time and not as a function of the line shape or pho
energy distribution, we can integrateI N2(v) overv, to get

1

2p E
2`

`

I N2~v!dv5E
2`

`

Î N2~ t8!dt8,

where

Î N2~ t8!5^V~2 !~ t8!V~1 !~ t8!&

3 (
j ,kÞ j

N

ei ~Dv j2Dvk!t82Gt81~w j2wk!i . ~6!

The exponential on the right-hand side of Eq.~6! exhibits
phase differences in the contributions of the different rad
tors to the SF emission term. This effect of inhomogene
broadening reduces the intensity of the emitted SF pulse

Assuming that the inhomogeneously broadened line sh
can be modeled by a Lorentzian distribution, Eberl10

showed that the SF intensity given by Eq.~6! after the sum-
mation is performed takes the form11

I N2~ t !5N2u^V&u2e22G* t, ~7!

whereG* is the inhomogeneously broadened linewidth a
^V& is the product of the matrix elements in Eq.~6!. For fast
pumping, essentially completed neart50 ~pumping time
tpump!tSF!1/G*,1/G!, inhomogeneous broadening h
little effect on the SF emission because the nuclei do
have time to dephase. An examination of the exponen
factor on the right-hand side of Eq.~7! shows that only after
a relaxation time of the order ofT2*51/G* do the phase
differences caused by the energy differences between di
ent nuclei@ i , j ,(Dv i2Dv j )t# become large enough to affe
the emission significantly or prevent the SF pulse from
curring.
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III. TIME-DEPENDENT PERTURBATIONS

A. In absorption measurements

Inhomogeneous broadening in samples used in a r
nance experiment can reduce the resonance effect obse
However, for fluctuations that are fast enough, if the inh
mogeneous broadening is caused by resonances tha
coupled by fluctuating fields, the resonance effect often
be recovered.

For example, assume that the field at the nucleus is ju
ing between two values at a particular site in the source
absorber, so that the resonance energy correspondi
jumps between6d. Blume9 has shown how to calculate th
emission and absorption line shapes for resonators ac
independently when the system under consideration is s
jected to time-dependent perturbing fields. We follow h
analysis, assuming a time-dependent field acting on
nucleus, and write

H~ t !5H01d i f ~ t !, ~8!

whereH0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian,f (t) is a random
function of t, d i is the perturbation energy withi50 for the
ground state, andi51 for the excited state.

For the equilibrium case, Blume derives the emiss
probability

P~v!5
2

G
Re E

0

`

dteivt2~G/2!t^V~2 !V~1 !~ t !&, ~9!

where the bar indicates an average with respect to all fu
tions f (t), so that

^V~2 !V~1 !~ t !&5ei ~E02E1!t^V~2 !V~1 !&^ei ~d02d1!*0
t f ~ t8!dt8&av.

~10!

For convenience, we have selected units for which\51.
Blume9 also shows that the following identity holds for an
value ofa5d02d1 :

^eia*0
t f ~ t8!dt8&av5S cosxVt1

1

x
sinxVt De2Vt5G~V,a,t !,

~11!

where

x5F a2

V221G1/2. ~12!

V is the relaxation rate, or rate of jumping between values
f (t)511 and21, with equal probabilities of finding the
system in either11 or 21. The identity given in Eq.~11!
can be used to calculate the average on the right side of
~10! and the emission probability~line shape! given by Eq.
~9!.

To apply Eq.~11! to inhomogeneous broadening, we fu
ther assume thata is a random variable with a probabilit
density g. In this paper, we consider both Gaussian a
Lorentzian distributions as examples. For a Gaussian di
bution, we characterize the broadening by the standard
viation s. For a Lorentzian distribution, the broadening
characterized by the inhomogeneous broadening parame12

a. Thus, for a Gaussian distribution
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g~a,s!5
1

sA2p
e2a2/2s2.

The inhomogeneous broadening factor is given by

G~V,s,t !5E
2`

`

g~a,s!G~V,a,t !da, ~13!

which can be used with Eq.~9! to calculate the inhomoge
neously broadened line.

We can now examine two special cases:V/a@1 and
V/a!1. From Eq.~11!, for V@a, G(t)'1 and the inho-
mogeneous broadening effect disappears. ForV!a, G(t)
'1/2(eiat1e2 iat) and witha as a random variable distrib
uted so that it represents the appropriate inhomogene
broadening in Eq.~13!, the maximum broadening effect oc
curs.

For values ofV/a between these two extremes, we do n
get such simple results, and a complete calculation us
Eqs. ~9!, ~10!, ~11!, and ~13! is required to obtain the line
shape of an inhomogeneously broadened system in the
ence of relaxation. Figure 1 depicts the effect of such fl
tuations in the fields causing relaxation between resonan
The first column shows the effect of fluctuations on the
sorption cross section at a particular site. The second col
shows the effect on the inhomogeneously broadened sy
of nuclei with a Gaussian distribution ofs ~the positions of
the resonances shown in the first column indicated by
rows!. The third column shows the observed line shape i
Mössbauer experiment when both the source and abso
have the same amount of inhomogeneous broadening. In
~a!, s50, implying no inhomogeneous broadening. T
maximum effect is observed. For rows~b!–~f!, the inhomo-
geneous broadening is assumed constant ats520, and the
relaxation rate,V, varies from 0.001 to 500, in units of th
natural lifetime. At high relaxation rates@Fig. 1~f!#, the in-
homogeneous broadening is essentially wiped out and
line shape approaches the result obtained when no broa
ing is present@Fig. 1~a!#. For arbitrarys, the relaxation rate
has to be much greater than the inhomogeneous broade
(V@s) for the broadening effects to be wiped out.

B. Effect on the SF intensity

To illustrate the effect of time-dependent perturbations
the SF pulse, we generalize Eq.~10! by introducing the ran-
dom functionsf i(t), which represent mutually independe
random processes that are otherwise identical withf (t), and
by replacingDv i , for all i , with a f i(t). To simplify the
calculation we assume in additionf j5fk , thus ignoring
spatial phase variations. We then get from Eq.~6!

Î N2~ t !5^V~2 !V~1 !&e2Gt(
jÞk

^eia*0
t f j ~ t8!dt82 ia*0

t f k~ t8!dt8&av.

~14!

Since the exponential factors on the right-hand side of
~14! are statistically independent, the average of the prod
is equal to the product of the averages; therefore,

Î N2~ t !5~N22N!^V~2 !V~1 !&e2Gt@^eia*0
t f ~ t8!dt8&av#

2.
~15!
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The average can then be calculated as in Eq.~13!. After
approximatingN22N by N2, the result is

Î N2~ t !5N2^V~2 !V~1 !&e2GtG~V,a,t !2, ~16!

whereG(V,a,t) is given by Eq.~11!.
As expected from the previous emission results based

Eq. ~11!, for V@a, the inhomogeneous broadening effe
that destroys the coherence disappears, and a maximum
pulse is obtained. ForV!a, the maximum phase destruc
tion occurs and the SF pulse disappears.

We now examine the dependence of the reduction fa
G(V,s,t)2 on the inhomogeneous broadening that produ
dephasing~characterized bys! and the relaxation that re
duces the dephasing~characterized by the relaxation rateV!.

In Fig. 2, we showG(V,s,t)2 with parametersV50 and
s50, 1, 10, or 100, plotted as a function of time normaliz
to the natural lifetimetn . The horizontal line labeleds50
shows no reduction in the SF pulse intensity because
inhomogeneous broadening exists. The other curves s
the decrease in SF pulse intensity when different depha
rates caused by different amounts of inhomogeneous br
ening are present.

Figure 3 shows the effect of relaxation on the reduct
factor whens5103 for different values of the relaxation
rate,V. The curves decay rapidly for small values ofV and
less rapidly asV increases, approaching the limit of 1.0 asV
approaches infinity. The results shown in Fig. 3 indicate t
time-dependent hyperfine interactions can reduce the e
of inhomogeneous broadening. As the relaxation rate,V, in-
creases, the intensity factor also increases. In the limit
V@s, the SF pulse intensity approaches unity, which is
value it would have all the time if no inhomogeneous broa
ening (s50) were present.

C. Effect on the SF pulse shape

In Ref. 5, we showed that inhomogeneous broadening
grades the SF pulse shape and that this effect is more
nounced than the degradation resulting from homogene
broadening. In the previous sections, we also showed h
this effect of inhomogeneous broadening can be mitiga
through time-dependent hyperfine interactions.

In this section, we employ the Maxwell-Bloch equatio
developed in Ref. 5 and summarized in the Appendix here
show how the time-dependent effects alter the total SF p
shape. With this approach, we can study the effect of tim
dependent interactions in inhomogeneously broadened
tems on the complete SF pulse shape, i.e., time delay, m
tiplicity of peaks, and the peak intensities. In this formalis
the effect of both the inhomogeneous broadening and ti
dependent hyperfine interactions is contained in what w
originally a ‘‘coupling constant’’~in the Appendix! and is
now a time-dependent functiong8(t), as discussed in Ref. 5
We use Eqs.~11! and ~13! to calculateg8(t)5G(V,s,t)
which replaces the constantg in Eq. ~1! of Ref. 5. The SF
pulse shape is calculated using the resulting equation.

Figure 4 shows some typical results. The solid curves g
the result obtained when a Lorentzian distribution13 is as-
sumed for the inhomogeneous broadening, and the da
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FIG. 1. Effect of relaxation on inhomogeneously broadened lines. Column I shows two resonances that contribute to the in
neously broadened line~absorption cross section! shown in column II. Column III shows the Mo¨ssbauer line shape, assuming both the sou
and absorber are broadened as in column II. Rows~a!–~e! give the results for different values of broadening and relaxation. Row~a! shows
the result when there is no broadening (s50) and no relaxation (V50). Rows~b!–~f! show the result whens520 and the relaxation
increases (V50.01–500). For all these results, the natural linewidth is assumed to beG51.
a
-

e-
S

ith
curves give the result when a Gaussian distribution is
sumed. The curve labeled~a! is obtained assuming no inho
mogeneous broadening and no relaxation~a50,V50!. The
curves labeled~b!–~e! are obtained by increasing inhomog
neous broadening and exhibit the degradation of the
pulse. We next consider the recovery of the SF pulse.
s-

F

Figure 5 shows the effect of relaxation on the system w
an inhomogeneous broadening parametera5103. The curve
labeled ~a! is obtained with some relaxation present (V
50.001). The curves labeled~b!–~e! are obtained with in-
creasing relaxation. AtV5104 @curve ~e!#, the optimal SF
@curve 4~a!# is almost fully recovered.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The number of cooperating nuclei and the inher
nuclear properties determine the SF pulse intensity. Our
sults show that if a candidate exists that, when invert
would produce SF were it not for inhomogeneous broad
ing, it is still possible to get an SF emission if a fast enou
relaxation of the levels producing the inhomogeneous bro
ening can be realized.

Our calculations show that inhomogeneous broadening
fects an SF emission by causing a dephasing of the diffe
nuclear dipoles that are forming correlations. This dephas
is time dependent and has a rate proportional to the inho
geneous broadening. Immediately after inversion, SF em
sion is less affected by the broadening than later. Thus, f
strong SF pulse, the SF delay time should be much sho
than the dephasing timetSF!T2* .

We also show that time-dependent hyperfine interacti
of the nucleus with electrons can induce a reduction of
dephasing and an increase in the probability of SF emis

FIG. 2. SF pulse emission intensity reduction as a function
inhomogeneous broadening and time. For each curve shownV
50 ands50, 1, 10, or 100.

FIG. 3. SF pulse emission intensity reduction as a function
inhomogeneous broadening and relaxation. For each curve sh
s5103 and the relaxation rateV510, 103, 104, or 108.
t
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FIG. 4. SF pulse shape in the presence of inhomogeneous bro
ening.~a!–~e! show the results for increasing broadening characte
ized by the full width at half maximum in units of the natural
unbroadened linewidthG or the inhomogeneous broadening param
etera. The solid lines give the results for a Lorentzian distribution
and the dashed lines give the results for a Gaussian distribution
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FIG. 5. SF line shape in the presence of inhomogeneous broa
ening and relaxation.~a! shows the SF pulses when inhomogeneou
broadening witha51000 is present.~b!–~e! show the pulses for
increasing values of the relaxation rateV given in units ofG. The
solid lines give the results for a Lorentzian distribution, and the
dashed lines give the results for a Gaussian distribution.
over a large time range. These electronic relaxation effe
are well known for their line-shape modification as observ
in Mössbauer and nuclear magnetic resona
experiments.9,14–18 For SF, relaxation effects provide
means of reducing the dephasing caused by inhomogen
broadening and, thus, may be useful in overcoming one
the more difficult obstacles to nuclear SF.
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APPENDIX: THE NUCLEAR SUPERFLUORESCENCE
MODEL

In this appendix, we present a summary of the modifi
Haake-Reibold Model~Maxwell-Bloch equations! of nuclear
SF for reference. The model is discussed in detail in Ref
The nuclear transitions are shown in the energy-level d
gram given in Fig. 6, whereN0 , N1 , N2 , andN3 represent
the populations of the levels andg, G1 , G2 , and the transi-
tion rates between levels as shown. The pumping mechan
is modeled by the transition from level 3 to level 2. The S
transition occurs between levels 2 and 1. The modifi
Haake-Reibold equations in dimensionless units are

]N3

]t
5gN3 , ~A1!

]N2

]t
52~E1R11E2R2!2G2N21gN3 , ~A2!

]N1

]t
51~E1R11E2R2!1G2N22G1N1 , ~A3!

]N0

]t
5G1N1 , ~A4!

]R6

]t
5~N22N1!E

72
1

2
~G21Gf!R61j6, ~A5!

]E6

]x
5g8~ t !R72

1

2
mE6. ~A6!

d-
s

FIG. 6. Energy-level structure assumed in the calculation d
cussed in this paper.
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The first set of equations,~A1!–~A4!, govern the time rate
of change of the level populations. Equation~A5! determines
the rate of buildup of the system polarizationsR6, resulting
from the electric fieldsE7 and a noise sourcej6. A repre-
sentation of the noise source used in this model has b
derived from quantum electrodynamic considerations
Polder, Schuurmanns, and Vrehen.3 The last equation, Eq
~A6!, governs the spatial transport of the fields and conne
the system polarization with the electric-field gradie
through a coupling parameterg8(t). This coupling paramete
is time dependent because we assume inhomogeneous b
ening; otherwise, it would be a constant as in the origi
in
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Haake-Reibold theory. When the line broadening statist
distribution is Lorentzian, the time-dependent paramete
given by an exponential function as discussed in Ref. 5
the present paper we also deal with Gaussian distribut
and relaxation effects which also modifyg8(t). The second
term in Eq. ~A6! models the attenuation of the beam as
propagates through the system. In the equation,m is the lin-
ear attenuation coefficient, andGf is the homogeneous
broadening dephasing rate. Inhomogeneous and hom
neous broadening play quite different and distinct roles
this model, unlike some of the earlier models where th
were assumed to have essentially indistinguishable effect
the emission of SF.
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